
MULTIPLE PACKAGE CONFIGURATIONS
We carry a variety of elevator packages for traction, MRL and hydraulic applications.  

Lift Solutions offers several different options for new construction and modernization elevator 

packages, including group 1 (running platform) packages, borehole, borehole cornerpost, twin 

jack holeless, twin jack roped hydraulic, low rise geared traction and other configurations. 

ELEVATOR
PACKAGES

Scan our QR code to learn more 
about our Modernization packages.

www.liftsolutions.net 888.277.8310
info@liftsolutions.net

1806 S. Lake Stevens Rd
Lake Stevens, WA 98258

MRL Packages
We offer MRL packages; Rail 

Supported or Building Supported. 

These packages utilize an efficient 

gearless  machine that is  installed 

inside the hoistway, eliminating 

the need for a machine room.

In-Ground Packages
The traditional application is less 

expensive than other packages. 

Easy to install for both low and 

high capacity applications, and 

great for freight applications.

Traction Packages
We offer traditional overhead 

geared traction machines, along 

with the controller and governor in 

the machine room. This design 

allows for a much higher speed 

capacity and unlimited travel range.



ADVANTAGES
Creating your elevator packages with Lift Solutions offers 

you many benefits. Not to mention, we source all of our 

package components from top quality manufacturers, to 

ensure you have the best elevator package possible.

• We source all components

• Custom Packages

• Staged Delivery

• Hydraulic Packages

 - In-ground

 - Holeless

 - Telescoping

• MRL Packages

• Geared Traction Packages

• Gearless Traction Packages

ELEVATOR PACKAGES

Scan our QR code to learn about 
our New Construction Packages.
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MULTIPLE COMPONENT OFFERINGS
We offer elevator packages with multiple component 

offerings, allowing you to have flexibility in the 

components that create your package.

Get a truly custom fit and look with our elevator 

packages, right down to the fixture buttons. We 

can tailor your package with custom doors, 

entrances, fixtures, jacks, buffers, and every 

other component you need to create a new 

construction or modernization package.


